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You know those games where you play as a soldier... And you must kill a lot of enemy? Well, this is much easier than you think. UNFAIR is a game, which developed by a lone developper, where you play as a soldier of the future. You will use your rifle to kill enemies, but you also will be
able to use basic behaviors and upgrade your rifle. Rifle Progression : - Study each behavior - Increase your rifle attack power (both projectile and ammunition) - Increase your rifle range and penetration (for example: grenades or grenades). [Credits] - Written and programmed by Renaud
: - Public domain games : the freeware RPG (Role Playing Game), the freeware action game, the freeware top down view game - Additional models by Roman Philippus. - Thanks to Gitter Developpeur : m.guimoneau@free.fr - Thanks to Amibisy for his models. - Thanks to the communities
of github for their programs. - Thanks to CGA for his role playing game and to z7 for the 3d model. - Thanks to everyone who helped me to develop UNFAIR. Privacy Policy and License: Privacy Policy: This game does not track your personal information at all By downloading and/or playing

UNFAIR you are confirming that you have read this message and that you accept its terms. This game is completely free in terms of use but if you want to support the development of this game, donations are accepted through the following donation page : Keywords: top down view,
cross-platform, rpg, shooter, roguelike, sandbox, indie game, indie developpeur License: You are free to download, modify or redistribute this game. You can make and give away unlimited copies. You can sell your copies but you can not re-publish this game as long as you are the owner

of the copy. If you are interested in making a commercial game, please contact me here. --- You like my game? Do not forget to rate it and leave your suggestions on the comments below. Follow me on Facebook : Follow me on Twitter:

Features Key:
New Monsters:

An eerie Moon-and-Star variety!
A Mushroom-Zombie that crawls around!
- The Hunter become as one with their Blade!
- A ghastly Cave Bird….
- Gorm & Geodude easily capture melee-style!
- Dreugh Resemble ‘Birds of a Feather, Flock Together’!

- Affordable, versatile set of hoods..
- Move to the beat with Noise!

- Individuality to Build!
- & more!

Monster Hunter World Pro Web release

Game Features: Unique profession Skin (2), History The Obey Me skin bundle is actually available Now live. With this set, you’ll actually get two different Monster Hunter World related skins as well as personal weapon skins to ensure that you as well as your huntsmen each one distinctive. # Get ready
for the power of the “. 
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